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We investigate the dynamics of the Papapetrou equations in Kerr spacetime. These equations provide a
model for the motion of a relativistic spinning test particle orbiting a rotating ~Kerr! black hole. We perform a
thorough parameter space search for signs of chaotic dynamics by calculating the Lyapunov exponents for a
large variety of initial conditions. We find that the Papapetrou equations admit many chaotic solutions, with the
strongest chaos occurring in the case of eccentric orbits with pericenters close to the limit of stability against
plunge into a maximally spinning Kerr black hole. Despite the presence of these chaotic solutions, we show
that physically realistic solutions to the Papapetrou equations are not chaotic; in all cases, the chaotic solutions
either do not correspond to realistic astrophysical systems, or involve a breakdown of the test-particle approxi-
mation leading to the Papapetrou equations ~or both!. As a result, the gravitational radiation from bodies
spiraling into much more massive black holes ~as detectable, for example, by LISA, the Laser Interferometer
Space Antenna! should not exhibit any signs of chaos.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.67.104023 PACS number~s!: 04.70.Bw, 04.80.Nn, 95.10.FhI. INTRODUCTION
The present paper continues the investigation initiated in
@1#, which considered the dynamics of spinning test particles
~i.e., compact astrophysical objects! orbiting a spinning
black hole ~Kerr spacetime!. The primary objective is to de-
termine whether or not the orbits of spinning compact ob-
jects spiraling into much more massive black holes are cha-
otic. Evidence for chaotic orbits in relativistic binaries has
been presented in @2–7# ~although only @2# was directly con-
cerned with the extreme mass ratio systems we consider
here!. An astrophysical example of the systems we consider
is a solar-mass black hole or neutron star orbiting a super-
massive black hole in a galactic nucleus. Such systems are
potentially important sources of gravitational radiation in fre-
quency bands detectable by space-based gravitational wave
detectors such as the proposed Laser Interferometer Space
Antenna ~LISA! mission. The methods of data analysis for
signals from such detectors typically rely on matched filters,
which use a discrete mesh in parameter space to achieve a
given signal-to-noise ratio. The presence of chaos would
cause the number of templates needed to fit a given signal to
grow exponentially with decreasing mesh size, potentially
overwhelming the computers performing the analysis.
Many studies have used the Papapetrou equations to in-
vestigate the dynamics of spinning test particles in the back-
ground spacetime of a central black hole ~including most
recently @1,2,8–10#; see @9# and @10# for a more thorough
literature review!. We found in @1# that the Papapetrou equa-
tions formally admit chaotic solutions in Kerr spacetime, but
the chaos seemed to disappear for physically realistic spins.
This conclusion was tentative, since we investigated only a
few values of the many parameters appearing in the equa-
tions. In the present study, we undertake a thorough search of
parameter space in order to determine the prevalence of cha-
otic orbits, both for dynamically interesting ~but physically
unrealistic! orbits with high spin parameter S and for astro-
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As in @1#, we use Lyapunov exponents to measure the
divergence of nearby trajectories and to provide an estimate
for the time scale of the divergence. For chaotic systems,
initial conditions separated by a small distance e0 diverge
exponentially, with the separation growing as e(t)
5e0 e
lt
, where l is the Lyapunov exponent. For nonchaotic
orbits, l50, but when l is nonzero it provides the e-folding
time scale tl51/l for chaotic behavior to manifest itself. In
this paper we use two rigorous methods for determining the
maximum Lyapunov exponent lmax described in @1#. Further
details appear below in Sec. IV and in Sec. III of @1#.
Our parameter space search makes use of a convenient
orbital parametrization technique, which allows us to specify
desired values of the pericenter rp and orbital inclination i
~Sec. III!. We vary these orbital parameters along with the
spin magnitude, eccentricity, Kerr spin angular momentum a,
and spin inclination, and calculate the largest Lyapunov ex-
ponent for each set of initial conditions. A complete descrip-
tion of our methods for searching parameter space appears in
Sec. V. Although not exhaustive, the resulting survey of pa-
rameter space gives a thorough picture of chaos in the Papa-
petrou equations with a Kerr background.
We set G5c51, use sign conventions as in Misner,
Thorne and Wheeler ~MTW! @11#, and use Boyer-Lindquist
coordinates (r ,u ,f) for Kerr spacetime. We use vector ar-
rows for 4-vectors and boldface for Euclidean vectors. The
symbol log denotes the natural logarithm.
II. SPINNING TEST PARTICLES
We use the Papapetrou equations of motion @12# to model
a spinning test particle. As reformulated by Dixon @13#, these
equations describe the motion of a ‘‘pole-dipole particle,’’
which neglects effects smaller than those due to the mass
monopole and spin dipole ~thus neglecting the tidal coupling,
which is a mass quadrupole effect!. The Papapetrou equa-
tions describe a particle with negligible mass compared to
the masses responsible for generating the background space-©2003 The American Physical Society23-1
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M for the mass of the central Kerr black hole; the test particle
limit then requires that m!M .
A. Equations of motion
Dixon’s formulation for the equations of motion uses an
antisymmetric spin tensor Smn to represent the spin angular
momentum of the particle. The covariant derivative of the
4-momentum pm deviates from the nonspinning ~geodesic!
case by a term representing a coupling of the spin to the
background spacetime curvature. If we write vm for the
4-velocity, the full equations of motion appear as follows:
dxm
dt 5v
m
,
„vW pm52
1
2 Rnab
m vnSab, ~2.1!
„vWSmn52p [mvn].
Here R nab
m is the Riemann curvature tensor of the spacetime,
which in our case corresponds to the Riemann tensor for the
Kerr metric. Note that in the case of vanishing spin ~all com-
ponents of Smn equal to zero! or flat spacetime ~all compo-
nents of Rmnab equal to zero!, we recover the geodesic equa-
tion „vW pm50.
For numerical and conceptual purposes, we use a refor-
mulation of the equations of motion in terms of the momen-
tum 1-form pm and spin 1-form Sm . The spin 1-form can be
derived from the 4-momentum and spin tensor using
Sm5 12 emnabunSab, ~2.2!
where un5pn/m . The spin 1-form is easier to visualize than
the spin tensor, and the Papapetrou equations are better be-
haved numerically in the S→0 limit when expressed in
terms of the spin 1-form. Details of this formulation appear
in @1# and the Appendix.
B. General constraints
The Papapetrou system of equations ~2.1! is highly con-
strained, even in arbitrary spacetimes. The 4-momentum and
spin satisfy normalization conditions that are conserved by
the equations of motion:
pmpm52m2 ~2.3!
and
1
2 SmnSmn5S2. ~2.4!
A further condition is required to identify a unique worldline
for the center of mass:
pmSmn50. ~2.5!
A more detailed discussion of this ‘‘spin supplementary con-
dition’’ appears in @1#.10402C. Kerr constraints
The Papapetrou equations share an important property
with geodesic motion, namely, to each symmetry of the
background spacetime ~typically represented by a Killing
vector! there corresponds a constant of the motion. Kerr
spacetime has two such symmetries, which provide two con-
straints in addition to those described in the previous section.
~The Killing tensor that leads to the Carter constant in the
geodesic does not correspond to a conserved quantity when
the spin is nonzero; see Sec. III B 3 below.!
To each Killing vector jW there corresponds a constant
given by the standard expression for geodesics plus a contri-
bution due to a coupling with the spin tensor:
Cj5jmpm2 12 jm;nSmn. ~2.6!
Kerr spacetime’s two Killing vectors jW t5]/]t and jWf
5]/]f then give energy and z angular momentum conser-
vation:
2E5pt2
1
2 gtm ,nSmn ~2.7!
and
Jz5pf2 12 gfm ,nSmn. ~2.8!
D. The spin parameter S
The spin magnitude S that appears in Eq. ~2.4! quantifies
the size of the spin and thus plays a crucial role in determin-
ing the behavior of spinning test particle systems. As in @1#,
we measure distances and times in terms of M and momenta
in terms of m . In these units, S is measured in units of mM .
When measured in traditional geometrized units, the spin of
a black hole can be as large as its mass squared, i.e.,
Sgeom, max5m2. In this case the spin parameter goes like S
;m2/(mM )5m/M , which is necessarily small for a test par-
ticle system. This result applies to all astrophysically rel-
evant systems, as shown in @1#. Thus, we have the important
physical constraint that the spin parameter S must satisfy S
!1 for all physically realistic systems. A thorough discus-
sion of various possibilities ~including neutron stars and
white dwarfs! in @1# showed that realistic values of S for
LISA sources fall in the range 1024 –1027.
The smallness of the spin’s effect is not dependent on our
choice to measure S in terms of mM . If instead we measure
S in terms of m2, then the equation of motion for Smn be-
comes ~rewriting „vW as D/dt)
D~Smn/m2!
d~t/M ! 52
1
m
p [mvn], ~2.9!
where we have factored out from each variable its corre-
sponding scale factor. This gives
DSmn
dt 5
m
M ~2p
[mvn]!, ~2.10!
so that in these units the spin’s effective magnitude is sup-
pressed by a factor of m/M . Measuring S in terms of mM3-2
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fect into the spin parameter itself.
III. PARAMETRIZING INITIAL CONDITIONS
The many constraints on the equations of motion lead to
considerable complexity in parametrizing the initial condi-
tions. We summarize here the primary parametrization
method described in @1# and then discuss in detail a method
for parametrizing initial conditions using the geometrical
properties of the orbit.
A. Energy and angular momentum parametrization
It is easy to parametrize the Papapetrou equations directly
in terms of the momentum and spin components, but more
physically relevant parametrizations are more difficult. The
parametrization method discussed in @1# solves for the initial
conditions using the integrals of the motion E and Jz . This
method also serves as the foundation for a more sophisti-
cated parametrization in terms of orbital parameters ~Sec.
III B!.
The energy and angular momentum parametrization
method proceeds as follows. If we think of the system in
terms of the spin 1-form Sm , we have 12 variables, four each
for position, 4-momentum, and spin. Since Kerr spacetime is
static and axially symmetric, without loss of generality we
may set the initial time and axial angle to zero: t5f50.
~We use the proper time t as our time parameter, as dis-
cussed in Sec. IV below.! We then provide the initial values
for r , u , and pr , together with the constants E , Jz , and S.
Finally, we provide two components of the spin vector in an
orthonormal basis. It is easiest to specify the radial and u
components Srˆ and Suˆ ; since the r-u part of the Kerr metric
is diagonal, we may then easily derive the 1-form compo-
nents Sr and Su .
Having specified values for seven of the variables, we
must now use the five equations that relate them. Since we
measure the particle’s momentum in terms of its rest mass m ,
the momentum normalization relation is
pmpm521, ~3.1!
which we use to eliminate pu . We then solve the spin nor-
malization condition
SmSm5S2 ~3.2!
to eliminate Sf . The spin-momentum orthogonality con-
straint and the two integrals of the motion then give three
equations in the three remaining unknowns pt , pf , and St :
05pmSngmn, ~3.3!
E52pt1
1
2 gtm ,nSmn, ~3.4!
Jz5pf2 12 gfm ,nSmn. ~3.5!
~The first of these equations is equivalent to the condition
pmSmn50, as discussed in the Appendix.!10402We solve Eqs. ~3.3!–~3.5! with a Newton-Raphson root
finder, which works robustly given good initial guesses. The
terms 12 gtm ,nSmn and 12 gfm ,nSmn are typically small, even in
the physically unrealistic case of S;1, so E and Jz are good
initial guesses for their corresponding momenta. We typi-
cally use Su as the initial guess for St . In all cases, we verify
a posteriori that all constraints are satisfied to within ma-
chine precision.
B. Orbital geometry parametrization
While the method described above is sufficient for deter-
mining a set of valid initial conditions, parametrizing orbits
by energy and angular momentum is not particularly intui-
tive. It is much more natural to think in terms of the orbital
geometry, so we prefer to parametrize by the pericenter rp ,
the eccentricity e, and the orbital inclination angle i . Such
parameters have precise meaning only for geodesic orbits,
but are nevertheless still useful for the case of spinning test
particles.
1. Kerr geodesics
The first step in parametrizing solutions of the
Papapetrou-Dixon equations using orbital parameters is to
solve the geodesic case. The traditional method for specify-
ing a geodesic in terms of conserved quantities uses the en-
ergy E, the z angular momentum Lz , and the Carter constant
Q @11#. In order to use the orbital parameters, we adopt a
mapping from (rp ,e ,i) to (E ,Lz ,Q) based on unpublished
notes supplied by Teviet Creighton and Scott Hughes ~and
implemented in Hughes’s Kerr geodesic integrator @14#!.
In order to use the more intuitive orbital parameters, we
must determine the set (E ,Lz ,Q) given the set (rp ,e ,i). We
obtain two of the necessary equations by noting that the ra-
dial velocity dr/dt vanishes at the pericenter and apocenter,
since these radii correspond to turning points in the radial
motion. The equation for the time evolution of the Boyer-
Lindquist radius r is @11#
S2S drdt D
2
5R~r !, ~3.6!
where
R~r !5@E~r21a2!2aLz#22D@r21~Lz2aE !21Q# ,
~3.7!
and we use the standard auxiliary variables
S5r21a2 cos2 u ~3.8!
and
D5r222Mr1a2. ~3.9!
The quantity a is the Kerr spin parameter J/M , i.e., the cen-
tral black hole’s spin angular momentum per unit mass,
which is dimensionless in our normalized units. From Eq.3-3
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obtain one equation at each turning point:1
R~rp!50 ~3.10!
and
R~ra!50, ~3.11!
where the apocenter is defined by
ra5S 11e12e D rp . ~3.12!
The final equation required to complete the mapping is
@15#
Q5Lz2 tan2 i . ~3.13!
The value of i resulting from this definition agrees closely
with the maximum value of up/22uu for a numerically de-
termined solution to the equations of motion, i.e., it faithfully
captures a geometric property of the orbit.
Equations ~3.10!–~3.13! give three equations in three un-
knowns, which are easy to solve using a nonlinear root finder
as long as good initial guesses for the energy, angular mo-
mentum, and Carter constant can be found. The approach we
adopt uses the degenerate cases of circular equatorial orbits
to provide the raw material for analytical guesses. The ener-
gies for prograde and retrograde circular orbits in the equa-
torial plane are
Epro~r !5
122v21a˜v3
A123v212a˜v3
~3.14!
and
E ret~r !5
122v22a˜v3
A123v222a˜v3
, ~3.15!
where we write v[AM /r and a˜5a/M for notational sim-
plicity. The initial guess for the energy is then an average of
1In this paper we never consider exactly circular orbits, but we
note that our prescription fails in this case: the conditions ~3.10! and
~3.11! are identical when e50, since ra5rp . For exactly circular
orbits one must use the additional condition R8(rp)50, where R8
5dR/dr .10402these energies, weighted using the inclination angle,2 with
‘‘radius’’ given by the semimajor axis of an ellipse with peri-
center rp and eccentricity e:
Eguess5 12 @a1Epro~rsemi!1a2E ret~rsemi!# , ~3.16!
where
a6516 cos i ~3.17!
and
rsemi5
rp
12e . ~3.18!
It is possible ~though rare! for Eq. ~3.16! to yield an energy
guess greater than 1; in this case, we simply set Eguess51.
Once we have a guess for the energy, we can find the
corresponding guess for the angular momentum. Using the
value from Eq. ~3.16! and the expression for the angular
momentum for a circular equatorial orbit gives
Lz
guess5cos iA 12e2
2~12Eguess!
~3.19!
as an initial guess for the angular momentum. Finally, the
guess for the Carter constant is
Qguess5~Lzguess!2 tan2 i . ~3.20!
Plugging Eqs. ~3.16!, ~3.19!, and ~3.20! into the nonlinear
root finder yields the actual values of E , Lz , and Q to within
machine precision in fewer than 10 iterations.
One caveat about our parametrization method is worth
mentioning: some values of (rp ,e ,i) correspond to unstable
Kerr orbits, and in this case the method returns a set
(E ,Lz ,Q) corresponding to an orbit with a different peri-
center from the one requested. We can illustrate this behavior
by factoring Eq. ~3.7!, which is a quartic function in r:
R~r !5~12E2!~r12r !~r2r2!~r2r3!~r2r4!.
~3.21!
The roots are ordered so that r1>r2>r3>r4. Bound motion
occurs for r1>r>r2, which implies that r15ra and r2
5rp , but this works only for stable orbits. In the case that
the orbit requested is unstable, the set (rp ,e ,i) returned by
the algorithm instead corresponds to a nearby, stable orbit. In
this case, the numerically calculated roots of R(r) satisfy
r35rp , requested , but the parametrization method returns r2 as
the pericenter, i.e., it returns a nearby stable orbit with peri-
center rp5r2.rp , requested . As a result, the actual pericenter
is larger than the value requested.
We use routines from @14# to identify the boundary be-
tween stable and unstable orbits ~so that the latter may be
excluded!, but the code has a few minor bugs and the iden-
tification procedure is not infallible. As a result, some such
2We adopt the convention that a>0, so that i indicates whether
the orbit is prograde (0<i,p/2) or retrograde (p/2,i<p).3-4
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tified by having pericenters different from those requested. It
is essential to understand, however, that the orbits returned
by the parametrization algorithm are never unstable and rep-
resent perfectly valid ~stable! solutions to the equations of
motion.
2. From Kerr geodesics to Papapetrou initial conditions
Once we have the set (E ,Lz ,Q) for the geodesic case, we
can use the well-known properties of the Kerr metric to solve
for all the parameters necessary for the method described in
Sec. III A above. The first step is to force the constants of the
motion to agree by setting EPapapetrou5EKerr and Jz5Lz .
Next, we set u05p/2 ~corresponding to the equatorial
plane!, since this is the only angle guaranteed to be shared by
all Kerr geodesic orbits.3 Finally, we must choose an initial
value r0 for the Boyer-Lindquist radius, which in the case of
u05p/2 coincides with the crossing of the equatorial plane.
One possibility is simply to use the average value of the
pericenter and apocenter,
r05
1
2 ~rp1ra!. ~3.22!
This radius is guaranteed to lie between the pericenter and
apocenter, and the prescription in Eq. ~3.22! works fine for
the mildly eccentric orbits considered in this paper, but a
more robust method must take into account that highly ec-
centric orbits should in general cross the equatorial plane
near the pericenter. ~Requiring a plane crossing far from the
pericenter would force the inclination angle to be small,
which is a constraint we do not wish to impose.! This sug-
gests choosing an initial value of r close to the pericenter.
One flexible method is to choose
r05rp~11ae !, ~3.23!
where a is a number of order unity. This reduces correctly to
rp in the e50 ~circular! limit, and selects an equatorial plane
crossing near the pericenter in the e;1 limit. If we set a
52 in Eq. ~3.23!, then this method agrees exactly with Eq.
~3.22! in the cases e50 and e50.5, and differs from Eq.
~3.22! by less than 15% when e50.6. Most of the results in
this paper use Eq. ~3.22!, but Eq. ~3.23! is preferable in gen-
eral.
Once the initial u and r are known, we can determine all
components of the Kerr 4-momentum pK
m
, but three of the
Papapetrou momenta are determined by the constraints ~Sec.
III A!. We are therefore free to force only one of the four
components of the Papapetrou momentum pP
m to be the same
as its Kerr counterpart. For the bulk of this paper, we set the
radial components equal (pKr 5pPr ), since it is the radial mo-
3This restricts our sample to Papapetrou orbits that cross the equa-
torial plane. This almost certainly represents the vast majority of
valid Papapetrou solutions, but there remains the intriguing possi-
bility of spinning particle solutions that orbit permanently above or
below the equatorial plane. We leave an examination of this possi-
bility to future investigators.10402mentum that is most closely tied to the stability and bound-
edness of the orbits. This choice results in Papapetrou orbits
with pericenters and eccentricities fairly close to the Kerr
geodesic values, but with much higher orbital inclination
angles ~Fig. 7 below!. The alternate choice of pK
u 5pP
u results
in Papapetrou orbits with inclinations similar to their Kerr
counterparts, but with very different pericenters ~Fig. 8 be-
low!. See Sec. V for further discussion.
We determine a value for the radial Papapetrou momen-
tum pP
r using the Kerr geodesic parameters EK , Lz , and Q
by applying Eq. ~3.7! and the equation
r2pr5mAR~r !, ~3.24!
where r5r21a2 cos2 u @11#. We then convert to pr using
pr5prgrr . Proceeding exactly as in Sec. III A, we specify
two of the spin components and eliminate two variables us-
ing 4-momentum and spin normalization, and then solve nu-
merically for pt , pf , and St . The result is a set of initial
conditions for the Papapetrou equations with the same en-
ergy and angular momentum as a Kerr geodesic with the
desired values of rp , e , and i .
It sometimes happens that the Papapetrou initial condi-
tions derived in this manner specify an orbit that is unstable
against plunge into the black hole. Since there is no ‘‘effec-
tive potential’’ for a generic Papapetrou orbit as there is for
Kerr geodesics, there is no way a priori to detect this insta-
bility. Plunge orbits are detected at runtime by testing for
radial coordinates less than the horizon radius.4 Orbits that
plunge are removed from consideration since by definition
they cannot be chaotic.
3. Empirical orbital parameters
In making the transition from geodesics to solutions of the
Papapetrou equations, we are able to enforce the conditions
EPapapetrou5EKerr and Jz5Lz , but this is no guarantee that
the Papapetrou orbit has the corresponding orbital param-
eters rp and i: the spin-coupling term 2 12 jm;nSmn @cf. Eq.
~2.6!# has a potentially large effect on the empirical values of
the pericenter and orbital inclination. This effect is most pro-
nounced when we consider high spin parameter values, i.e.,
S;1. In these dynamically interesting cases, the empirical
pericenter and inclination will differ in general from the val-
ues requested in the parametrization.
The empirical Papapetrou pericenter rp ,P is easy to find:
we simply integrate the orbit with a small step size for a
large number of periods and then record the minimum radius
achieved. In practice, this works robustly, reproducing al-
most exactly the requested Kerr value of rp ,K in the limit S
!1. The only exception involves values of rp ,K that corre-
spond to requested unstable orbits, as discussed in Sec.
III B 1 above. Each of these orbits has an empirical peri-
center larger than the pericenter requested: the requested
pericenter corresponds to the root r3 in Eq. ~3.21!, but the
4In practice, the most common runtime error is actually a numeri-
cal underflow in the integration step size as the particle approaches
the horizon.3-5
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the larger root r2.
Having found the empirical pericenter for an orbit, we
must next find its empirical orbital inclination angle iP . In
order to reproduce the definition from Eq. ~3.13!, we need to
find an analogue of the Carter constant Q for spinning test
particles. Kerr spacetime has a Killing tensor Kmn @16# that
satisfies
Km(n;a)50, ~3.25!
which gives rise to an extra conserved quantity in the case of
geodesic motion:
K5Kmnpmpn. ~3.26!
This quantity is related to the traditional Carter constant Q
by @11#
K5Q1~Lz2aE !2. ~3.27!
When the test particle has nonzero spin, the quantity de-
fined by Eq. ~3.27! is no longer constant, but there is an
analogous expression that is conserved to linear order.
Adapting a result from @8#, we can write this approximately
conserved quantity as
C5Kmnpmpn22pmSrs~ f ns f mrn2 f mn f rsn!, ~3.28!
where
f mn52a cos ue [m1 en]0 12re [m2 en]3 , ~3.29!
f mns56S a sin uAS e [m0 en1es]2 1ADSe [m1 en2es]3 D , ~3.30!
and the $e m
a % are the standard orthonormal tetrad for the Kerr
metric. The effective Carter ‘‘constant’’ for spinning particles
is then
Qeff5C2~Jz2aE !2, ~3.31!
where we use the full angular momentum Jz ~which includes
the contribution from the spin! in place of Lz . The quantity
Qeff is nearly but not exactly constant, so in order to define
an empirical inclination angle we find the maximum effec-
tive Q over an orbit, and then define iP by
Qeff, max5Jz2 tan2 iP . ~3.32!
As in the geodesic case, the value of i obtained from Eq.
~3.32! agrees well with the maximum value of up/22uu over
an orbit.5 When S50, Eq. ~3.32! reduces to the definition of
the orbital inclination for geodesics, Eq. ~3.13!.
5This is true only when we force the Kerr and Papapetrou values
of pr to agree ~Sec. III B 2!, which is the case for all orbits consid-
ered except for the initial conditions shown in Fig. 8 below. In that
case we revert to the simpler method of finding the maximum value
of up/22uu over several orbits.10402IV. LYAPUNOV EXPONENTS
A. The principal exponent
The Lyapunov exponents for a chaotic dynamical system
quantify the chaos and give insight into its dynamics ~reveal-
ing, for example, whether it is Hamiltonian or dissipative!.
For a dynamical system of n degrees of freedom, in general
there are n Lyapunov exponents, which describe the time
evolution of an infinitesimal ball centered on an initial con-
dition. This initial ball evolves into an ellipsoid under the
action of the Jacobian matrix of the system, and the
Lyapunov exponents are related to the average stretching of
the ellipsoid’s principal axes. We described in @1# a general
method for calculating all n of the system’s exponents, but in
the present study we are interested only in the presence or
absence of chaos in the Papapetrou system, so we need only
calculate the principal Lyapunov exponent, i.e., the exponent
corresponding to the direction of greatest stretching. A non-
zero principal exponent indicates the presence of chaos.
When studying a differentiable dynamical system, we
typically introduce a set of variables y5$yi% to represent the
system’s phase space, together with the autonomous set of
differential equations
dy
dt 5f~y! ~4.1!
which determine the dynamics. Associated with each initial
condition is a solution ~or flow!. The principal Lyapunov
exponent quantifies the local divergence of nearby initial
conditions, so any fully rigorous method necessarily involves
the local behavior of the system, i.e., its derivative. For a
multidimensional system, this derivative map is given by the
Jacobian matrix
~Df! i j5
] f i
]x j
. ~4.2!
It is the Jacobian map that determines the time evolution
of infinitesimally separated trajectories. If we consider a
point y on the flow and a nearby point y1dy, then we have
f~y1dy!5
d
dt ~y1dy!5
dy
dt 1
d~dy!
dt , ~4.3!
so that the separation dy satisfies
d~dy!
dt 5f~y1dy!2
dy
dt 5f~y1dy!2f~y!. ~4.4!
Since
f~y1dy!2f~y!5Dfdy1O~ idyi2!, ~4.5!
we can write the time evolution of the deviation vector as
d~dy!
dt 5Dfdy1O~ idyi2!. ~4.6!3-6
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element j of the tangent space at y, we effectively take the
limit as dy→0; the equation of motion for j is then
dj
dt 5Dfj. ~4.7!
This equation describes the time evolution of the separation
between nearby initial conditions in a rigorous way. We will
refer to j as a tangent vector, since formally it is an element
of the tangent space to the phase space.
If the Jacobian Df in Eq. ~4.7! were some constant matrix
A, the solution would be the matrix exponential
j~t!5exp ~At!j0 . ~4.8!
For long times, the solution would be dominated by the larg-
est eigenvector of A, and would grow like
ij~t!i’elmaxt, ~4.9!
where lmax is the largest eigenvalue.6 ~Here we have used
ij0i51.! Turning things around, if we measured the time
evolution of j, we could find an approximation for the ex-
ponent using
lmax5
log ij~t!i
t
. ~4.10!
The general case follows by considering Jacobian matri-
ces that are time dependent. In this case, we are unable to
define a unique principal exponent valid for all times, but
there is still a unique average exponent that describes the
average stretching of the principal eigenvector. Our method
is to track the evolution of a tangent vector as it evolves into
the principal axis of the ellipsoid. If we use re(t)5ij(t)i to
denote the length of the longest principal ellipsoid axis, the
principal Lyapunov exponent is then defined by
lmax5 lim
t→‘
log @re~t!#
t
. ~4.11!
We use an infinite time limit in this formal definition, but of
course in practice a numerical approach relies on a finite
cutoff to obtain a numerical approximation.
The Jacobian method for determining the largest
Lyapunov exponent involves solving Eqs. ~4.1! and ~4.7! as a
coupled system of differential equations in order to follow
the time evolution of a ball of initial conditions. One possi-
bility is then to use Eq. ~4.11! to estimate the system’s largest
exponent. A related technique, which provides more accurate
exponents, is to sample log @re(t)# at regular time intervals,
and then perform a least-squares fit on the simulation data.
Since log @re(t)#5lt, the slope of the resulting line then
6The most common choice for the norm ii is the Euclidean
norm, but we use a slightly different norm in the case of the Papa-
petrou equations ~Sec. IV B below!.10402gives an estimate for the Lyapunov exponent. This is the
method we implement in practice.
A less rigorous but still useful technique, which we call
the deviation vector approach, involves solving only Eq.
~4.1!, but for two initial conditions: y0 and y01dy0. If the
solutions to these initial conditions a time t later are y and
y8, respectively, then the approximate principal Lyapunov
exponent is
lmax5
log idyi /idy0i
t
, ~4.12!
where dy[y82y. This approach has a serious drawback: no
matter how small the initial size of the deviation, eventually
the method saturates as the difference between y and y8
grows so large that it no longer samples the local difference
between two trajectories.7 On the other hand, because we
need only solve Eq. ~4.1! and not Eq. ~4.7!, the deviation
vector method is significantly faster than the Jacobian
method ~by a factor of approximately 5 for the system con-
sidered here!. We therefore adopt the deviation vector
method as our principal tool for broad surveys of parameter
space. The method for handling the saturation problem is
discussed in Sec. IV C.
A comparison of the Jacobian and deviation vector meth-
ods appears in Fig. 1. It is apparent that the two methods
agree closely until the deviation vector approach reaches the
saturation limit.
7It is possible to rescale the deviation once it reaches a certain
size, but this method is error-prone since it can depend sensitively
on the precise method of rescaling. The constrained nature of the
Papapetrou equations also presents difficulties for rescaling, as dis-
cussed in Sec. IV B.
FIG. 1. Rigorous Jacobian method compared to the unrescaled
deviation vector method for an S51 particle in maximal (a51)
Kerr spacetime. The vertical axis is the natural logarithm of the
largest principal axis r1 of the phase space ellipsoid; the slope is the
principal Lyapunov exponent, lmax’531023M 21. The unrescaled
deviation vector method started with a deviation of size 1027, and
it saturates at ;16. This corresponds to a growth of e16’93106,
which means that the separation has grown to a size of order unity.
In conventional units, this indicates radial separations of order
GM /c2 and velocity separations of order c. The norm is calculated
using the projected norm described in Sec. IV B.3-7
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The discussion in the previous section was of a general
nature, applicable to virtually any dynamical system de-
scribed by differential equations. Here we describe some of
the details needed to apply the general methods to the Papa-
petrou equations. In particular, we must discuss further the
key ideas of constrained deviation vectors and the phase
space metric.
For the Papapetrou system, the phase space vector y has
12 components:
y5~ t ,r ,m ,f ,pt ,pr ,pu ,pf ,St ,Sr ,Sm ,Sf!. ~4.13!
The tangent vector j has one component for each variable.
The set of equations Eq. ~4.1! is simply the Papapetrou equa-
tions written out in full:
x˙ m5vm,
p˙ m52Rmn*
abvnpaSb1G bm
a pavb,
S˙ m52pm~R*abgdSavbpgSd1G bm
a Savb,
where we have used the formulation in terms of the spin
1-form described in the Appendix. The second necessary
equation, Eq. ~4.7!, requires the Jacobian matrix,
S ]x˙ m]xn ]x˙ m]pn ]x˙ m]Sn]p˙ m]xn ]p˙ m]pn ]p˙ m]Sn]S˙ m
]xn
]S˙ m
]pn
]S˙ m
]Sn
D , ~4.14!
whose explicit form appears in @1#.
It is important to mention that the tangent vector j—or,
equivalently, the deviation vector dy—cannot have com-
pletely arbitrary components. On the contrary, the deviation
must be chosen carefully, in order to ensure that, given a
point y that satisfies the constraints from Sec. II B, the devi-
ated vector y1dy also satisfies the constraints. Otherwise,
the relation f(y1dy)2f(y)5Dfdy1O(idyi2) is not satis-
fied. ~This is the principal complication in implementing a
rescaled version of the deviation vector method: the rescaled
vector would violate the constraint.! In practice, we are able
to find a valid deviation vector by applying the same tech-
niques used to satisfy the constraints in the first place ~Sec.
III!; for details, see @1#.
One final detail is the notion of the metric: implicit in the
definition of the Lyapunov exponent, Eq. ~4.11!, is a metric
on phase space used to calculate the norm of the tangent
vector j. We adopt a metric introduced in @17#, which in-
volves projecting the deviation vector onto the spacelike hy-
persurface defined by the zero angular momentum observers
~ZAMOs!. The projection is effected using the projection
tensor P n
m 5d n
m 1UmUn , where Um is the ZAMO 4-velocity.10402The spatial and momentum variables are then projected ac-
cording to xm→x˜ i5P mi xm, pm→p˜ i5P im pm , and Sm→S˜ i
5P i
m Sm . After the projection, we calculate the Euclidean
norm in the 3-dimensional hypersurface. We note that while
this prescription is convenient, and reduces correctly in
the nonrelativistic limit, the magnitudes of the Lyapunov
exponents are similar for several other possible choices
of metric @1#.
C. Chaos detector
Since we are concerned with calculating Lyapunov expo-
nents for a large number of parameter values, we use the
~unrescaled! deviation vector method because of its speed.
As mentioned in Sec. IV A, this method has the property of
saturation ~as illustrated in Fig. 1!, which is ordinarily a
problem, but here we use it to our advantage as a sensitive
detector of chaos.
Our method for determining whether a particular initial
condition is chaotic is to consider a nearby initial condition
separated by a small vector dy0 ~with norm idy0i typically
of order 1027 or 1028) and then integrate until the system
reaches 90% of the saturation limit, defined as a separation
dy with unit norm. If we write re5idyi /idy0i , the approxi-
mate Lyapunov exponent satisfies
log @re~t!#5lt , ~4.15!
so that l is the slope of the line log @re(t)# vs t . Saturation
occurs when re51/idy0i , so that the integration ends when
log @re(t)#52log (0.9 idy0i). We record the value of
log @re(t)# at regular time intervals ~typically every time T
5100M in our case!, and upon reaching 90% saturation per-
form a least-squares fit on the simulation data to determine
the exponent.
We note that the cutoff value of 0.9 is somewhat arbitrary
and is the result of numerical experimentation. When using
the ~unrescaled! deviation vector approach, most of the cha-
otic systems saturate—that is, plots of log @re(t)# vs t flatten
out ~Fig. 1!—when the separation is of order unity, corre-
sponding to radial separations of order M, velocity separa-
tions of order 1, and angular separations of order 1 rad. The
90% prescription ends the integration before the growth flat-
tens out, so that the numerical estimate for the exponent is
still reasonably accurate.
For the large maps of parameter space, we typically inte-
grate up to tfinal5105M or saturation, whichever comes first.
We choose this maximum time mainly for practical reasons:
it is the longest integration possible in a reasonable amount
of time. @We integrate as deeply as 107M ~Sec. V G! for
individual orbits, but such long integrations are impractical
for more than a handful of parameter combinations.# Dra-
matically longer integrations are also not particularly useful,
since the time scale for gravitational radiation reaction is on
the order of tGW5M 2/m @18#, which for the most relevant
LISA sources is (104 –106)M @i.e., m;(1026 –1024)M ].
Searching for chaos in such systems on a time scale longer
than ;107M is probably pointless, since the radiation reac-
tion would dominate the dynamics in this case. Finally, it3-8
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manifests itself on relatively short time scales
@(102 –104)M # , or else not at all. The onset of chaos is
marked by a qualitative change from power law growth
~which appears as logarithmic growth on our plots of
log @re(t)# vs t) to exponential growth ~which is linear on the
same plots!. An example of two similar initial conditions
giving rise to qualitatively different dynamical behavior ap-
pears in Fig. 2.
One important refinement to the technique described
above is to require several 90% saturation points in a row
before declaring the orbit to be chaotic. This is necessary
because some nonchaotic orbits have very high amplitudes
on plots of log @re(t)# vs t ~Fig. 3!, even though nearby tra-
jectories separate linearly with time ~Fig. 4! rather than ex-
ponentially ~Fig. 5!. This phenomenon occurs mainly for or-
bits with many periods in the deeply relativistic zone near
the horizon. Such orbits may reach ‘‘90% saturation’’ briefly
as part of their oscillation, but quickly return to separations
far below our chaotic cutoff. We therefore adopt the criterion
of three 90% saturation points in a row ~with a time T
5100M sampling interval! as a robust practical test for
FIG. 2. A comparison of chaotic and nonchaotic initial condi-
tions. The slopes of the lines are the approximate Lyapunov expo-
nents. Each initial condition shares the same values of S50.1, e
50.6, and rp51.21. They differ only in inclination angle: i531°
~chaotic! and i528.5° ~not chaotic!. Their respective Lyapunov ex-
ponents are l51.031023M 21 and l53.031023M 21. See Sec.
V B for details.
FIG. 3. A chaos mimic: log @re(t)# vs t for an S50 orbit. The
size of the initial deviation vector is e053.331027. The value of
log @re(t)# periodically rises up to the saturation level ~shown as a
horizontal line at 14.82, since e14.82 e050.9). The system’s spin
satisfies S50 and is hence fully integrable, which implies no chaos.
We detect such spurious chaos by demanding several saturation
points in a row for a positive detection. The corresponding orbit
appears in Fig. 22 below.10402chaos. See Sec. V H for further discussion.
Our confidence in this method’s robustness derives from
comparing the method above to the Jacobian method for the
same initial conditions. Since the Jacobian method does not
saturate, the agreement of the two methods indicates that our
procedure provides an accurate detector for chaos ~as in Fig.
12 below!.
D. Implementation notes
We integrate the Papapetrou equations on a computer us-
ing Bulirsch-Stoer and Runge-Kutta integrators implemented
in the C programming language, as described in @1# ~and
shown in Fig. 6!. The derivatives and Jacobian matrix are
extensively hand optimized for speed. We monitor errors us-
ing constraints and conserved quantities, with a global error
goal of 10213. The errors are at the 10211 level or better for
highly chaotic orbits after 105M . Orbits with low spin or
high pericenter are even more accurate, often achieving the
error goal of 10213.
The many plots in Sec. V are typically generated using
driver programs written in the PERL programming language,
which in turns calls the C integrator repeatedly. This general
paradigm—using an interpreted language such as PERL to
call optimized routines in a compiled language such as C—is
one we warmly recommend.
V. RESULTS
We present here the results of parameter variation in the
Papapetrou system of equations ~Figs. 7–43!. We represent
the effects compactly using several different kinds of plots,
most of which involve plotting inclination vs pericenter, with
other parameters held fixed. We refer to these as rp-i maps.
As discussed in Sec. III, starting with the Kerr values
rp ,K , iK , and eK , we find the corresponding energy EK ,
angular momentum Lz ,K , and Carter constant QK , and then
force the Papapetrou values to satisfy EP5EK , Jz ,P5Lz ,K
and pP
r 5pK
r
. Each rp-i map has two components: part ~a!,
shown on the left, uses the Kerr parameters iK and rp ,K re-
quested by the parametrization ~Sec. III B 2!, while part ~b!,
shown on the right, always shows the empirical Papapetrou
values iP and rp , P in the sense of Sec. III B 3.
One important feature of rp-i parameter space apparent in
the empirical plots is the prevalence of large empirical incli-
nation angles for all values of the Kerr inclination iK . Figure
7 shows the mapping for S51 between the requested Kerr
FIG. 4. The difference dr between the Boyer-Lindquist radii of
two nearby trajectories for a chaos mimic. The growth in the sepa-
ration is substantial, but not exponential. The initial conditions are
the same as in Fig. 3.3-9
MICHAEL D. HARTL PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 104023 ~2003!parameters @Fig. 7~a!# and the empirical Papapetrou param-
eters @Fig. 7~b!# using a shading scheme ~which appears as a
more informative color scale in electronic versions of this
paper!. We see that even the orbits at the bottom of Fig. 7~a!
get mapped to high empirical inclination angles; iK51° or-
bits are mapped to inclinations of order iP540°.
This compression of parameter space is the result of our
choice to force the Kerr and Papapetrou value of the radial
momentum to agree ~Sec. III B 2!. The price we pay for this
choice is that the u component of the Papapetrou
momentum—which is constrained to satisfy the equations in
Sec. II B—is relatively large. This high pP
u flings even orbits
with low requested values of iK to high inclinations ~Fig. 7!.
It is possible to find low-inclination Papapetrou orbits by
requiring that the Kerr and Papapetrou values of pu agree,
but at the cost of forcing pr to be very different—again a
result of the constraints. The resulting parameter space ~Fig.
8! is not nearly as compressed in inclination angle, but the
Papapetrou pericenters are compressed and shifted down,
and many requested values of rp ,K are lost as plunge orbits.
In addition, the empirical values of the eccentricity are typi-
cally not close to the value requested ~reaching, e.g., eP
50.75 for eK50.5). Because of the deficiencies of this al-
FIG. 5. The difference dr between the Boyer-Lindquist radii of
two nearby trajectories for a chaotic orbit. The initial condition is
taken from the inner region of Fig. 9 below (rpK52.0, eK
50.5, iK510°, S51). On this linear scale, the separation seems to
burst unexpectedly, in contrast to the relatively smooth linear
growth for the nonchaotic orbit shown in Fig. 4.104023ternate parametrization method, we choose the fixed pr plots
are our primary investigative tool in this paper.
A. Varying pericenter and orbital inclination
In this section we show rp-i maps ~Fig. 9 and Figs. 25–
29! for orbits with fixed eccentricity e50.5 and spin param-
eters Srˆ5Szˆ50.2 S , where S is the total spin.8 We indicate
the strength of the chaos at each point with a gray scale
rectangle, with the darkest colors representing the strongest
chaos ~and with white indicating no chaos!. An example of
such a plot appears in Fig. 9. ~Figure 10 shows a similar plot
for the alternate parameterization method that forces pK
u
5pP
u
. The maximum exponents in the two cases are virtu-
ally identical.! The most important general results evident
from the plots are twofold. First, the largest exponents occur
for orbits with pericenters deep in the relativistic zone near
the horizon. Second, the prevalence of chaotic orbits is a
decreasing function of spin parameter S, with virtually all
chaos gone by the time S50.1.
An example of the value of the empirical rp ,P-iP plots
appears in Fig. 26, which shows orbits of particles with spin
S50.5. The appearance of a strongly chaotic point in Fig. 26
seems perplexing, given that it is surrounded by many points
with much smaller exponents. As is evident from the empiri-
cal plot, this point of strong chaos ~which is, in fact, the
largest Lyapunov exponent for any of the plots! maps to a
compressed area of initial conditions with small empirical
pericenters @Fig. 26~b!#.
From an astrophysical standpoint, the most interesting pa-
rameter to vary is the spin S, since only S!1 orbits are
physically realistic ~Sec. II D!. From Figs. 25–29, which in-
volve varying S from 0.9 down to 1024, we see that both the
prevalence and strength of chaos decrease significantly as S
is decreased. The Lyapunov exponent ranges as high as
1022M 21 when S50.5 ~Fig. 26!, but the chaos is weak
when S50.2 ~Fig. 27! and is gone below S50.1 ~Figs. 28
and 29!.
B. Varying eccentricity
The choice of e50.5 in the previous section is partially
motivated by likely gravitational wave sources for LISAFIG. 6. The orbit of a maximally spinning (S51) test particle in maximal (a51) Kerr spacetime, plotted in Boyer-Lindquist coordi-
nates. ~a! The orbit embedded in three-dimensional space, treating the Boyer-Lindquist coordinates as ordinary spherical polar coordinates;
~b! y5r sin u sin f vs x5r sin u cos f; ~c! z vs r5Ax21y2. The requested orbital inclination angle is i56°, but the strong spin coupling
gives rise to an empirical value closer to iP546°. The empirical pericenter is rp52.219M , which is fairly close to the requested value of
2.367M .
8These ‘‘fixed’’ spin parameters give rise to a variety of spin inclination angles in the fiducial ~ZAMO! rest frame; see Sec. V F below.-10
SURVEY OF SPINNING TEST PARTICLE ORBITS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 104023 ~2003!FIG. 7. Shading/coloring of parameter space for an S51 orbit. The shading/color on the left is repeated on the right, so that we can
visually determine the mapping of (rp ,K ,iK) to (rp ,P ,iP). It is evident that orbits with low requested pericenters and orbital inclination
angles are mapped to low-pericenter orbits at high inclinations, and the entire parameter space is compressed. Note that the gap in stable
initial conditions visible in ~b! is a true gap, not a fold.
FIG. 8. Shading/coloring of parameter space for an S51 orbit illustrating the alternate parametrization method from Sec. III B 2. As in
Fig. 7, the shading/color on the left is repeated on the right. The spatial part of the initial spin is purely in the z direction. The Kerr pK
u and
Papapetrou pP
u values are forced to agree, which leads to similar inclination angles in parts ~a! and ~b!, at the cost of dramatically different
pericenters.
FIG. 9. rp-i map for a51, e50.5, S51, Sr
ˆ
5Szˆ50.2 S: chaos strength as a function of pericenter and orbital inclination angle. ~a!
Requested parameters; ~b! empirical parameters. The initial conditions are the same as in Fig. 7. The rectangles are shaded according to the
Lyapunov exponent for the initial condition represented by each point, with darker shades of gray representing larger exponents and hence
stronger chaos. The point at rp ,K52.3 and iK520° is one of the points in Fig. 17, which shows the effects of varying Sr
ˆ
and Szˆ . The largest
exponent in this plot is l54.131023M 21, corresponding to a time scale of 1/l52.43102M for a factor of e divergence in nearby initial
conditions.104023-11
MICHAEL D. HARTL PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 104023 ~2003!FIG. 10. rp-i map for a51, e50.5, S51, using the alternate parametrization method that forces pKu 5pPu . The initial spatial component
of the spin is purely in the z direction. ~a! Requested parameters; ~b! empirical parameters. The initial conditions are the same as in Fig. 8.
The rectangles are shaded according to the Lyapunov exponent for the initial condition represented by each point, with darker shades of gray
representing larger exponents and hence stronger chaos. The largest exponent in this plot is l54.031023M 21, corresponding to a
time scale of 1/l52.53102M for a factor of e divergence in nearby initial conditions. These values are virtually identical to the values
in Fig. 9.@19#, e.g., a neutron star or small black hole in an eccentric
orbit around a supermassive black hole. In this section, we
consider a second series of eccentric orbits at fixed e50.6
and varying spin parameter. We also investigate the case of a
near-circular orbit (e50.01) more appropriate for the circu-
larized gravitational wave sources important for ground-
based detectors such as LIGO.
The rp-i plots for e50.6 follow the same pattern as those
with e50.5. Chaos is strongest for orbits with small peri-
centers and values of S of order unity ~Figs. 30–33!. There is
a single orbit at S50.1 that appears to be chaotic ~Fig. 32!,
but other than this one exception there is apparently no chaos
below S50.1. A close examination of the single S50.1 cha-
otic orbit appears in Figs. 11 and 12, which shows that the
chaos is real.
The effect of chaos is smaller for the near-circular (e
50.01) orbits considered ~Figs. 34–37!, with typical
Lyapunov exponents of order 231023M 21 when S51 ~Fig.
34!. Moreover, we find only four points with nonzero expo-
nents for S50.5 ~Fig. 35!, in contrast to the more eccentric
orbits, which have strong chaos for S50.5. By the time S
50.1 ~Fig. 36!, all chaos has completely disappeared for the
near-circular orbits.
C. Varying the Kerr parameter a
Here we investigate the effect of the Kerr parameter a on
the strength and prevalence of chaos. Although Suzuki and
FIG. 11. Natural logarithm of the largest ellipsoid axis vs time.
We use the unrescaled deviation vector method to investigate the
single chaotic initial condition from Fig. 32 below, which has rp ,K
51.21, ek50.6, iK531°, and S50.1. The principal ellipsoid axis
grows until it saturates at t517600M .104023Maeda found in @2# that there is chaos even in Schwarzschild
spacetime, to which Kerr spacetime reduces when a50, the
chaotic orbits found in @2# are exceptional orbits lying on the
edge of a generalized effective potential. We found evidence
in @1# that such chaotic orbits are rare.
The conclusion that chaotic orbits become less prevalent
as a→0 is supported by a more thorough examination, as
illustrated in Figs. 38–43. All of these orbits have eccentric-
ity e50.5 and spin S51, and a varies from 0.9 down to 0.
Even for low values of a, the parameter space is strongly
affected by the spin, with plots of the empirical pericenter
and orbital inclination showing significant distortion. Never-
theless, we see unambiguously that the chaotic orbits preva-
lent when a51 are greatly suppressed as a decreases, with
no chaotic orbits at all below a50.2. This appears to be a
result of the increase of the marginally stable radius rms as
a→0. When a50, the minimum stable radius is at rms54
in units of the central black hole’s mass, fully 2M away from
the horizon at rH52M . As discussed in @1#, the extra
~spherical! symmetry of the Schwarzschild metric leads to an
additional integral of the motion, which also has a suppres-
sive effect on chaos.
FIG. 12. Natural logarithm of the largest ellipsoid axis vs time
using the unrescaled deviation vector method and the rigorous Jaco-
bian method. The unrescaled integration is identical to that shown
in Fig. 11. The two methods agree until the deviation method satu-
rates, at which point we stop the deviated vector integration. The
continued growth of the Jacobian method confirms that the orbit
determined by the initial condition is indeed chaotic.-12
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50.5. The rectangles are shaded according to the
minimum value of S for which the corresponding
initial condition is still chaotic. White rectangles
indicate points that are not chaotic even when S
51. The darkest points correspond to a cutoff
value of S50.18457; below this critical value,
none of the initial conditions are chaotic.
FIG. 14. Spin cutoff map for a51 and e
50.01. The rectangles are shaded according to
the minimum value of S for which the corre-
sponding initial condition is still chaotic. White
rectangles indicate points that are not chaotic
even when S51. The darkest points correspond
to a cutoff value of S50.65625; below this criti-
cal value, none of the initial conditions are cha-
otic.
FIG. 15. Spin cutoff map for a50.5 and e
50.5. The rectangles are shaded according to the
minimum value of S for which the corresponding
initial condition is still chaotic. White rectangles
indicate points that are not chaotic even when S
51. The darkest points correspond to a cutoff
value of S50.28125; below this critical value,
none of the initial conditions are chaotic.
FIG. 16. rp-i map of retrograde orbits (i.90°) for a51, e50.5, S51: chaos strength as a function of pericenter and orbital inclination
angle. ~a! Requested parameters; ~b! empirical parameters. The rectangles are shaded according to the Lyapunov exponent for the initial
condition represented by each point, with darker shades of gray representing larger exponents and hence stronger chaos. The scaling is the
same as in Fig. 9; an exponent of l50.01M 21 would appear black. The chaos is weak for these retrograde orbits: the largest Lyapunov
exponent in the plot is l53.531024M 21.104023-13
MICHAEL D. HARTL PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 104023 ~2003!FIG. 17. Lyapunov exponents for varying values of initial spin
components Srˆ and Szˆ . The parameter values S51, rp ,K52.3, eK
50.5, and iK520° are held fixed. The point with Sr
ˆ
5Szˆ50.2 ap-
pears in Fig. 9. The actual local spin inclination angles in a fiducial
~ZAMO! rest frame appear in Table I. Note that only one valid
initial condition exists for negative initial Szˆ .
FIG. 18. Scatter plot of empirical pericenters rp ,P vs Lyapunov
exponent for the spin inclinations in Fig. 17. The Lyapunov expo-
nent is primarily a function of pericenter, regardless of spin incli-
nation.
FIG. 19. Approximate Lyapunov exponent vs time for a noncha-
otic deep (tfinal5107M ) integration. The parameter values are a
51, S50.1, e50.5, rp51.32M , and i528.5°, corresponding to
one of the inner orbits from Fig. 28. The Lyapunov exponent ap-
pears to be zero; its time evolution has the characteristic hyperbolic
shape expected as log @re(t)#/t approaches zero for large times. A
least-squares fit of log @re(t)# vs t gives a value of l’2.8
31027M 21.104023D. Spin cutoffs for chaos
In this section we provide spin cutoff values for chaos,
i.e., the minimum spin values for which chaos exists. For a
given initial condition defined in terms of fixed orbital pa-
rameters ~as described in Sec. III B!, we vary the spin pa-
rameter S and find the maximum value for which chaos oc-
curs. The smaller this cutoff value, the stronger the chaos:
nonchaotic orbits have a cutoff value of S51, i.e., they are
not chaotic even in the extreme S51 limit; conversely, a
cutoff value of S51025 would indicate chaos for the ~physi-
cally realistic! value S51025, but not for any smaller
values.9
Figure 13 is an example of a spin cutoff map. The proce-
dure for producing such a map is similar to the method used
to make the Lyapunov rp-i maps: we consider a grid of
points in rp-i space, and for each point we find an approxi-
mate value for the spin cutoff. We begin by finding out if the
system is chaotic for S51, using the Lyapunov map as a
FIG. 20. Approximate Lyapunov exponent vs time for a noncha-
otic deep (tfinal5107M ) integration. The parameter values are a
51, S51024, e50.5, rp51.32M , and i528.5°, corresponding to
one of the inner orbits from Fig. 29. As in Fig. 19, the Lyapunov
exponent appears to be zero. A least-squares fit of log @re(t)# vs t
gives a value of l’3.031027M 21.
FIG. 21. Approximate Lyapunov exponent vs time for a chaotic
deep (tfinal5105M ) integration. The simulation data is identical to
that shown in Fig. 12; the parameter values are a51, S50.1, eK
50.6, rp , K51.21M , and iK531°, corresponding to the chaotic or-
bit from Fig. 32. The Lyapunov exponent for this chaotic orbit
levels off after less than 105M , in contrast to Figs. 19 and 20, where
l continues to decrease even after 107M .
9Implicit in this scheme is an assumption of monotonicity, i.e.,
monotonically decreasing chaos as S decreases. While not strictly
true ~as discussed in @1#!, this assumption is still broadly applicable,
and exceptions are rare.-14
SURVEY OF SPINNING TEST PARTICLE ORBITS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 104023 ~2003!FIG. 22. The orbit of a chaos mimic: a non-spinning (S50) test particle in maximal (a51) Kerr spacetime, plotted in Boyer-Lindquist
coordinates. A Lyapunov plot of these initial conditions appears in Fig. 3 from Sec. IV C. ~a! The orbit embedded in three-dimensional space,
treating the Boyer-Lindquist coordinates as ordinary spherical polar coordinates; ~b! y5r sin u sin f vs x5r sin u cos f; ~c! z vs r
5Ax21y2. The inclination angle is i531°, while the pericenter is rp51.1M ~just 0.1M above the horizon at rH51M ).start. If the orbit for S51 is chaotic, we halve the spin value
and calculate the Lyapunov exponent for S50.5. If the sys-
tem is still chaotic, we consider S50.25; otherwise, we con-
sider S50.75. The procedure continues until the difference
between chaotic and nonchaotic spin values is smaller than
some threshold, which we choose to be 0.05. ~This value is
chosen to achieve reasonable accuracy while still completing
the calculations in a tolerable amount of time.!
Figures 13–15 show the spin cutoff values for several
parameter combinations corresponding to Lyapunov maps
from Sec. V A above. The plots are color coded with gray
scale so that the most chaotic points—those with the smallest
spin cutoff values—appear darkest. The points surrounded
by white are not chaotic even for S51. The cutoffs for the
darkest points depend on the parameter values: for Fig. 13
(a51 and e50.5), the same as Fig. 9!, we find Scutoff
50.18457; Fig. 14 (a51 and e50.01, the same as Fig. 34!
has Scutoff50.65625; and Fig. 15 (a50.5 and e50.5, the
same as Fig. 40! has Scutoff50.28125. We should not take the
digits of precision seriously, since these values are accurate
only to within 0.05, but in all cases the spin cutoff values are
significantly above the physically realistic range of S
;1024 –1027.
E. Retrograde orbits
We have considered a wide variety of orbits—varying ec-
centricity and Kerr parameter for different pericenter, orbital
inclination, and spin parameters—but so far all orbits have
satisfied 0,i,p/2, i.e., they have all been prograde orbits,104023moving in the same direction as the central black hole’s spin.
We investigate now the case of retrograde orbits, and show
that they are poor candidates for chaos.
It is evident from looking at an rp-i plot of a retrograde
orbit ~Fig. 16! that the pericenters are much larger than their
prograde counterparts. For the S51 particle illustrated in
Fig. 16, the minimum empirical pericenter is larger than 6M ,
in contrast to prograde orbits, which get below 1.5M . Fur-
thermore, although it is clear from Fig. 16~b! that the param-
eter space is severely distorted, the chaos is extremely weak.
The largest Lyapunov exponent, even in this extreme S51
case, is lmax53.531024, two orders of magnitude smaller
than in the prograde case. Unsurprisingly, all chaos disap-
pears when S!1. The smallest value of Scutoff is 0.65265 for
the parameter values shown in Fig. 16; we find no evidence
of chaos below this value of S.
F. Varying spin inclination
So far we have always used the same values for the two
spin components passed to the parametrization procedure
~scaled by the total spin S): Srˆ5Szˆ50.2 S . We consider
now the effect of varying these parameters, and also discuss
the corresponding initial spin inclination angles in a fiducial
rest frame.
We begin with an initial condition that is chaotic for S
51 but is otherwise arbitrary. We then vary Srˆ and Szˆ and
calculate the Lyapunov exponent for each configuration. The
result for a51, eK50.5, rp , K52.3, and iK520° appears inFIG. 23. Another chaos mimic: a non-spinning (S50) test particle in maximal (a51) Kerr spacetime, plotted in Boyer-Lindquist
coordinates. A Lyapunov plot of these initial conditions appears in Fig. 24. ~a! The orbit embedded in three-dimensional space, treating the
Boyer-Lindquist coordinates as ordinary spherical polar coordinates; ~b! y5r sin u sin f vs x5r sin u cos f; ~c! z vs r5Ax21y2. The
inclination angle is i588.5°, while the pericenter is rp54.4M .-15
MICHAEL D. HARTL PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 104023 ~2003!Fig. 17. When Srˆ5Szˆ50.2, the parameter values chosen cor-
respond to a point from Fig. 9. There are not valid initial
conditions for all choices of parameter; in particular, nega-
tive values of Szˆ are often unstable or are unable to satisfy
the spin constraints. Nevertheless, there is a large variety of
parameters that do give rise to valid orbits, and many of
them are chaotic. The strongest chaos exists for orbits that
have small values of Szˆ , but this appears to be mainly be-
cause such orbits are able to achieve small empirical peri-
centers. As Fig. 18 clearly shows, the Lyapunov exponent
generally decreases as the pericenter increases, with no cha-
otic orbits above rp ,P52.5M .
While we are forced by the constraints to parametrize the
equations of motion in terms of spin components, it is more
convenient to visualize the spin in a fiducial rest frame that is
hypersurface-orthogonal to the particle’s trajectory. In Kerr
spacetime, the hypersurface-orthogonal observers are the
zero angular momentum observers, which is the same frame
we use when calculating the Lyapunov exponents. By pro-
jecting the components of the spin vector Sm into the ZAMO
FIG. 24. A chaos mimic: the natural logarithm of the principal
ellipsoid axis log @re(t)# vs t for an S50 orbit. The size of the
initial deviation vector is e051028. The value of log @re(t)# briefly
rises up to the saturation level at log (0.9/e0) @so that e(t)50.9],
but the orbit is not chaotic since its spin satisfies S50. A plot of the
corresponding orbit appears in Fig. 23.104023frame in the same way as we do for the projected norm ~Sec.
IV B!, we can find the local value of the spin inclination
angle u local ~i.e., the angle between the spin axis and the axis
of the central black hole!. The results appear in Table I. It is
clear that our variation of spin components samples a large
variety of initial spin inclination angles.
G. Deep integrations
Since we adopted a maximum time of 105M for the
Lyapunov integrations, it is reasonable to ask whether chaos
might manifest itself on a longer time scale. This is certainly
possible, but it appears that most initial conditions are either
chaotic on a time scale of order (102 –104)M or are not
chaotic at all, as discussed in Sec. IV C. An example appears
in Fig. 2, where one initial condition is unambiguously cha-
otic, while a second located close by is not chaotic, even on
a much longer time scale.
To convince ourselves that slow chaos is not lurking in
the apparently nonchaotic regions, we performed a few
longer-time integrations. In particular, we calculated the
Lyapunov exponents using tfinal5107M for all the innermost
(rp51.32) orbits from Fig. 28 (S50.1) and Fig. 29 (S
51024), which are strongly chaotic when S51 but are ap-
parently without chaos below S50.1. The largest exponent
occurs for i528.5°, which is therefore the worst-case sce-
nario. Plots of the Lyapunov exponents vs time appear in
Fig. 19 (S50.1) and Fig. 20 (S51024); their magnitudes
are on the order of lmax5331027M 21, corresponding to an
e-folding timescale of approximately 3.33106M . For com-
parison, we show l vs t for a chaotic initial condition in Fig.
21; it is clear that the Lyapunov exponent asymptotes to a
nonzero value in much less than 105M , even for weak chaos.
~The initial condition in Fig. 21 is the S50.1 orbit illustrated
in Figs. 11 and 12, whose Lyapunov exponent is actually
quite small compared to analogous S51 orbits.! The long
integrations thus provide strong evidence that the disappear-
ance of nearly all chaotic orbits below S50.1 is a real effect.TABLE I. Local spin inclination angles u local in a fiducial ~ZAMO! rest frame as a function of Sr
ˆ
and Szˆ .
The parameter values S51, rp , K52.3, eK50.5, and iK520° are held fixed. An illustration of their
Lyapunov exponents appears in Fig. 17.
Srˆ
Szˆ 20.3 20.2 20.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
0.9 22.7° 28.7°
0.8 48.6° 40.4° 36.1° 40.2° 48.4° 55.9°
0.7 60.7° 54.4° 47.8° 44.7° 47.9° 54.5° 60.8° 65.7°
0.6 64.9° 59.6° 54.2° 51.7° 54.5° 59.9° 65.2° 69.3°
0.5 69.1° 64.6° 60.2° 58.2° 60.5° 65.0° 69.4° 72.8°
0.4 73.2° 69.6° 66.0° 64.4° 66.3° 70.0° 73.5° 76.3° 78.4°
0.3 77.3° 74.6° 71.8° 70.5° 72.0° 74.9° 77.6° 79.7° 81.3°
0.2 81.5° 79.6° 77.7° 76.8° 77.9° 79.8° 81.7° 83.1° 84.2°
0.1 84.7° 83.7° 83.3° 83.9° 84.9° 85.8° 86.5° 87.1°
0.0 90.0° 90.0° 90.0° 90.0° 90.0° 90.0° 90.0° 90.0°
20.1 94.2°-16
SURVEY OF SPINNING TEST PARTICLE ORBITS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 104023 ~2003!FIG. 25. rp-i map for S50.9, a51, and e
50.5. ~a! Requested parameters; ~b! empirical
parameters. The shading is scaled to the same
maximum Lyapunov exponent as in Fig. 9. Cha-
otic orbits are widespread.
FIG. 26. rp-i map for S50.5, a51, and e
50.5. ~a! Requested parameters; ~b! empirical
parameters. The shading is scaled to the same
maximum Lyapunov exponent as in Fig. 9. Be-
cause of the extremely low pericenters accessible
at this value of S ~which are excluded when S
51), the chaos for S50.5 is the strongest we
find. The largest Lyapunov exponent is just over
l50.01M 21.
FIG. 27. rp-i map for S50.2, a51, and e
50.5. ~a! Requested parameters; ~b! empirical
parameters. The shading is scaled to the same
maximum Lyapunov exponent as in Fig. 9. Only
a few orbits are chaotic.
FIG. 28. rp-i map for S50.1, a51, and e
50.5. ~a! Requested parameters; ~b! empirical
parameters. The shading is scaled to the same
maximum Lyapunov exponent as in Fig. 9. All
chaos is gone, although the parameter space is
still somewhat compressed.
FIG. 29. rp-i map for S51024, a51, and e
50.5. ~a! Requested parameters; ~b! empirical
parameters. The shading is scaled to the same
maximum Lyapunov exponent as in Fig. 9. There
are no chaotic orbits. The empirical parameter
values in ~b! are indistinguishable from the re-
quested values except for initial conditions that
specify values of i corresponding to unstable or-
bits ~as discussed in Sec. III B 3!.104023-17
MICHAEL D. HARTL PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 104023 ~2003!FIG. 30. rp-i map for S51, a51, and e
50.6. ~a! Requested parameters; ~b! empirical
parameters. The shading is scaled to the same
maximum Lyapunov exponent as in Fig. 9. Cha-
otic orbits are widespread. The largest Lyapunov
exponent is l55.531023M 21.
FIG. 31. rp-i map for S50.5, a51, and e
50.6. ~a! Requested parameters; ~b! empirical
parameters. The shading is scaled to the same
maximum Lyapunov exponent as in Fig. 9. As in
the case of Fig. 26, the low accessible pericenters
give rise to strong chaos. The largest Lyapunov
exponent is l59.231023M 21.
FIG. 32. rp-i map for S50.1, a51, and e
50.6. ~a! Requested parameters; ~b! empirical
parameters. The shading is scaled to the same
maximum Lyapunov exponent as in Fig. 9. There
is only one chaotic initial condition ~which is in
fact the only S50.1 chaos we find!, but the chaos
is real, as discussed in Sec. V B and illustrated in
Fig. 12. The Lyapunov exponent is l51.0
31023M 21.
FIG. 33. rp-i map for S51024, a51, and e
50.6. ~a! Requested parameters; ~b! empirical
parameters. The shading is scaled to the same
maximum Lyapunov exponent as in Fig. 9. All
chaos has disappeared. As in Fig. 29, the empiri-
cal parameter values in ~b! are indistinguishable
from the requested values except for initial con-
ditions that specify unstable orbits ~Sec. III B 3!.
FIG. 34. rp-i map for S51, a51, and e
50.01. ~a! Requested parameters; ~b! empirical
parameters. The shading is scaled to the same
maximum Lyapunov exponent as in Fig. 9. There
is some relatively weak chaos. The largest
Lyapunov exponent is l52.731023M 21.104023-18
SURVEY OF SPINNING TEST PARTICLE ORBITS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 104023 ~2003!FIG. 35. rp-i map for S50.5, a51, and e
50.01. ~a! Requested parameters; ~b! empirical
parameters. The shading is scaled to the same
maximum Lyapunov exponent as in Fig. 9. There
are a few regions of weak chaos.
FIG. 36. rp-i map for S50.1, a51, and e
50.01. ~a! Requested parameters; ~b! empirical
parameters. The shading is scaled to the same
maximum Lyapunov exponent as in Fig. 9. There
are apparently no chaotic initial conditions.
FIG. 37. rp-i map for S51024, a51, and e
50.01. ~a! Requested parameters; ~b! empirical
parameters. The shading is scaled to the same
maximum Lyapunov exponent as in Fig. 9. The
chaos had disappeared.
FIG. 38. rp-i map for S51, a50.9, and e
50.5. ~a! Requested parameters; ~b! empirical
parameters. The shading is scaled to the same
maximum Lyapunov exponent as in Fig. 9. Cha-
otic orbits are widespread.
FIG. 39. rp-i map for S51, a50.7, and e
50.5. ~a! Requested parameters; ~b! empirical
parameters. The shading is scaled to the same
maximum Lyapunov exponent as in Fig. 9. There
is still substantial chaos.104023-19
MICHAEL D. HARTL PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 104023 ~2003!FIG. 40. rp-i map for S51, a50.5, and e
50.5. ~a! Requested parameters; ~b! empirical
parameters. The shading is scaled to the same
maximum Lyapunov exponent as in Fig. 9. The
chaos is largely confined to low pericenter orbits.
FIG. 41. rp-i map for S51, a50.4, and e
50.5. ~a! Requested parameters; ~b! empirical
parameters. The shading is scaled to the same
maximum Lyapunov exponent as in Fig. 9. Only
a handful of initial conditions are chaotic.
FIG. 42. rp-i map for S51, a50.2, and e
50.5. ~a! Requested parameters; ~b! empirical
parameters. The shading is scaled to the same
maximum Lyapunov exponent as in Fig. 9. No
initial conditions are chaotic.
FIG. 43. rp-i map for S51, a50, and e
50.5. ~a! Requested parameters; ~b! empirical
parameters. The shading is scaled to the same
maximum Lyapunov exponent as in Fig. 9. No
initial conditions are chaotic. Note that every col-
umn of ~a! is identical. This is a result of the
spherical symmetry of the a50 ~Schwarzschild!
metric: all inclination angles are equivalent. As
seen in ~b!, this symmetry is broken by the spin
of the test particle.104023-20
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Since the case of S50 corresponds exactly to geodesic
orbits in Kerr spacetime, such systems cannot be chaotic—
the return of the Carter constant Q and the loss of the spin
degrees of freedom make the system fully integrable. Never-
theless, even some geodesic orbits can have a large separa-
tion of nearby initial conditions, which can appear to be cha-
otic. These chaos mimics typically spend many orbital
periods whirling around deep in the strongly relativistic zone
near the horizon, only occasionally zooming out to higher
radii. These so-called zoom-whirl orbits may provide signifi-
cant challenges to detection despite their formal integrability.
An example of how much divergence an S50 orbit can
experience appears in Fig. 3. A picture of the corresponding
orbit ~visualized in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates embedded
in ordinary space! appears in Fig. 22, which makes clear the
large number of low-radius f periods characteristic of zoom-
whirl orbits. A second example of a chaos mimic appears in
Figs. 24 and 23. This orbit, in contrast to the previous one,
does not have a particularly small pericenter, but its high
inclination angle and zoom-whirliness allow it to mimic cha-
otic orbits.
The chaos mimics can exhibit large growth of the initial
deviation vector, approximately a factor of 106 –108, after
105M . The principal means for detecting them is by requir-
ing several high-separation points in a row ~on a time T
’100M basis! as mentioned in Sec. IV C; the mimics have
oscillations with high amplitudes due to their zoom-
whirliness, but they do not represent true saturations of the
separation vector.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The Papapetrou equations, which model a spinning test
particle, exhibit chaotic solutions in Kerr spacetime for a
wide range of parameters. In terms of the mass M of the
central ~Kerr! black hole, the largest Lyapunov exponents are
of order lmax50.01M 21, which represents an exponential
divergence of trajectories on a time scale of tl51/l
5100M . Furthermore, there are many chaotic orbits with
exponents in the range (1023 –1024)M 21. Despite the large
number of chaotic orbits, we find that values of l corre-
sponding to unambiguous chaos occur exclusively when the
spin parameter S is not small compared to unity. In particu-
lar, we find virtually no chaos for spin values below S
50.1, and no evidence of any chaos for spins below S
51024.
The strongest determinant of chaotic behavior, apart from
the spin parameter, is the pericenter of the orbit in question.
The most highly chaotic orbits are those that reach peri-
centers near the horizon of the black hole. This is due to the
high spacetime curvature in these regions, which maximizes
the size of the coupling of the spin to the Riemann curvature
tensor @Eq. ~2.1!#. When the Kerr parameter a is small, so
that the Kerr metric differs only slightly from the Schwarzs-
child metric, the pericenters are much higher than in the
extreme Kerr (a51) case. Chaos in the Papapetrou system
is therefore weak when a is small. The prevalence of chaos is
also dependent on orbital eccentricity. Near-circular (e10402350.01) orbits have many fewer regions of chaotic orbits than
those with higher eccentricities (e50.5 or e50.6). This
seems due primarily to the lower pericenters accessible to
high-eccentricity orbits.
The dependence of the Lyapunov exponents on S is our
most important result: in all cases considered, physically re-
alistic values of S ~satisfying S!1) are not chaotic. We have
shown conclusively that the Papapetrou equations admit
many solutions that are formally chaotic, but without excep-
tion such chaotic solutions occur only for relatively large
values of S. Below the upper limit for physically realistic
spins (S;1024), we find no evidence of chaotic solutions.
As a practical matter, this means that chaos will not manifest
itself in the gravitational radiation from extreme mass-ratio
binary inspirals.
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APPENDIX: SPIN VECTOR FORMULATION
We summarize here the formulation of the Papapetrou
equations in terms of the spin 1-form Sm ~often referred to
loosely as the ‘‘spin vector’’!, as mentioned in Sec. II A. In
this paper we consider a spinning particle of rest mass m
orbiting a central Kerr black hole of mass M, and it is con-
venient to measure all times and lengths in terms of M and
all momenta in terms of m . In these normalized units, the
equations of motion in terms of the spin 1-form are
dxm
dt 5v
m
,
„vW pm52Rmn*
abvnpaSb , ~A1!
„vWSm52pm~R*abSavbpgSd!,
where
R*abmn5
1
2 R brs
a ersmn. ~A2!
The supplementary condition Eq. ~2.5! allows for an ex-
plicit solution for the 4-velocity vm in terms of pm:
vm5N~pm1wm!, ~A3!
where
wm52*R*mabgSapbSg ~A4!
and-21
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mn
. ~A5!
The normalization constant N is fixed by the constraint
vmv
m521.
The spin 1-form satisfies two orthogonality constraints:
pmSm50 ~A6!
and104023vmSm50. ~A7!
These two constraints are equivalent as long as vm is given
by Eq. ~A3!: 05vmSm}pmSm1wmSm5pmSm , since by defi-
nition of wm @Eq. ~A4!# the second term involves the con-
traction of a symmetric tensor with an antisymmetric tensor
and therefore vanishes. We enforce Eq. ~A6! in our param-
etrization scheme, and we use Eq. ~A3! in the equations of
motion, so Eq. ~A7! is then automatically satisfied.@1# M.D. Hartl, Phys. Rev. D 67, 024005 ~2003!.
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